
School News—Tuesday 20th July 

Warwick Class 

We really couldn’t be any prouder of Warwick Class after what has been 

such a tricky year for them.  The resilience they have shown and love of 

learning has made us feel so proud of them and their achievements have 

been astonishing.  

Over these last two weeks of term we have been learning about subtrac-

tion in maths, using the tens frames and Numicon to calculate.  We even 

had a go at writing our own subtraction number sentences!  

We also released our butterflies this week out on the paddock and waved 

goodbye to them all as they flew away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We want to wish you all a wonderful summer holidays and thank you for 

everything you have done to support us over the year. 



Windrush Class 

Dear Parents 

It's been busy term for things growing In Windrush. We have successfully 

hatched at least twenty butterflies. The children really loved watching them 

develop and took an immense sense of pride watching them fly off into the 

paddock. We have also been busy growing Sunflowers and salad vegetables 

which we hope to eat when we return in September.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have been busy making up our own performance poems with some ex-

cellent actions and rhyming and in Maths have been brushing up our 

counting skills. 

We hope you all have a healthy and restful summer. 

The Windrush Team 



Tolsey Class 

This term has flown by! We have been busy learning about tropical 

rainforests and the significance of deforestation. This week we have 

compared the climate between Manaus (Brazil) and London (UK). We 

discovered that the rainfall is significantly higher in the rainforest and the 

temperature is consistently high in Manaus. Here are some photos of our 

work.  

 

 

 

 

 

Our play, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, is now on YouTube— you should 

already have received the link.   The children were great at learning their 

lines and the songs. We are so proud of all their hard work! 

  

Our English this term has focused around the text ‘Evie in the Jungle’. We 

have innovated, planned and written our 

own version of the story. We have been 

blown away with the language and 

sentence structure the children have 

been using. Here we are in full flow of 

writing. 



Priory Class 

Over the past few weeks, we’ve been exploring different religions and 

today (at the eleventh hour) we shared what we now know – a good 

chance to fit in some last-minute speaking and listening skills. We’ve also 

tried to plug some gaps in maths and explored the beginnings of a new 

book by the great Louis Sachar – it will hopefully inspire some aspirant 

readers. Last week’s trip to the trampolining park was amazing, as was the 

visit from Jamie, the football freestyler. What I loved seeing most was the 

opportunities that these events created for children to shine beyond the 

classroom; I will probably be talking about it for years to come! 

  

It’s always hard to say goodbye to children that have been so much a part 

of your life for two years; you build relationships and rapport, and there’s 

always a part of you that doesn’t want to let them go. Last night’s end of 

term soiree went well with plenty of pictures to remind us of the evening – 

who would ever have thought that a year 6 child could fit onto the shelf of 

a small cupboard! Nonetheless, 

it is time to bid adieu to our 

wonderful bunch. Mrs Davis 

and I wish our year 6s all the 

very best as they make the 

move to secondary school and 

all that this holds. It goes 

without saying that the year 5s 

will notice the impact of this 

departure, but will no doubt 

look forward to being the oldest in the school – and wearing a tie! 


